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ABSTRACT. A comparison has been carried out between experimenlally derivcd values of
the excess energy al conetant volume and calculated resulte from lhe theoretical treatment
due lo van Laar and Lorenz and Ihe Solubilily Parameter version oC Ihe Regular Solulion
Theory due lo Scalchard and lIildebrand for n.alkane binary mixlures. The mixtures
considered are n-hexane + n-hexadecane al 293.15, 303.15, 313.15, and 323.15 K, and n-
oclane + n-hexadecane al 303.15, 323.15, 349.15, and 379.15 K.

rACS: 05.70.-a; 0.5.70.Ce

1. INTRODUCTION

The systematic study oC the thermodynamic properties oC mixtures of f1uids has
contribuled enormously to the developmenl of theories which explain the experi-
mental behaviour through the use of pure component molecular parameters or pure
component thermodynamic properties. Jt is common to carry out experimental de-
terminations of the thermodynamic mixing properties of liquids under conditions of
constant pressure usually at 1 atmosphere (1 atmosphere = 101.325 kPa). Nonethe-
less, in statistical mechanics it is more convenient to keep constant the volume of
a system than the pressure, so most theories of sotutions yield the thermodynamic
functions for a constant volume mixing process, thus, if a comparison between
experiment and theory is required it is then necessary to obtain constant volume
functions from the constant pressure experimental measurements. Equations relat-
ing constant pressure functions to constant volume functions were first derived by
Scatchard [IJ. Thus, the Gibbs free energy for the constant pressure process (óGE)
is essentially the same as the HelmholtZ free energy at constant voJume (ÓA~), since
the second-order correction on the excess volume (óVE) is negligible, according to

ÓAE = ÓGE + (ÓVEj2
V 2/1,V '

where /1, is Ihe isothermal compressibilily and V is the mixture volume.

(1)
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The relation between the excess energy at constant volume (ÓU~) and the excess
enthalpy (óHE) is

(2)

where T is temperature and "Ivis the thermal pressure coefficient (8P/8T)v 01 the
mixture.
It is unlortunate that the experimental data necessary to carry out the corrections

in Eqs. (1) and (2) are scarce lor many mixtures as to carry out a comparison
between experiment and theory under constant volume conditions. Many more
experimental measurements 01 ÓVE, "Iv and ¡sobaric expansivities (op) nccd to
be done belore such comparison can be marle lor a large number 01 mixtures. How-
ever, enough reliable data on the excess thermodynamic lunctions 01sorne ll-alkane
systems are available as to carry out a comparison betwccn experimentally and
theoretically derived values 01óU~.
We report in this work results lor ÓU~ 01 the system ll-hexane + ll-hexadecane

throughout the composition range at 293.15,303.15,313.15 and 323.15 K and a1so
lor ll-octane + ll-hexadecane at 303.15, 323.15, 349.15 and 379.15 K. We compare
these values with results lrom the theoretical approaches due to van Laar and
Lorenz [2] and to Scatchard and Hildebrand [3]. It will be shown that the latter
treatment is in lact an elaboration 01 that by van Laar.

2. VAN LAAR-LoRENZ TIlEORY

The expression derived by van Laar and Lorenz [2] lor the energy change when a
mole 01binary mixture is lormed at constant temperature and no change 01volume
on mixing by mixing "1 and "2 moles 01 pure components is

(3)

where Xi is the mole Iraction, Vi is the molar volume, ai is a constant in van der
Waals' equation 01 state, and al2 is a binary interaction constant.
In Eq. (3) van Laar and Lorenz substituted actual molar volumes lor the b's 01

van der Waals' equation as van Laar had originally used in 1906 [4].
By assuming that a12 satisfied the Bertherlot relation van Laar and Lorenz lur-

ther simplified Eq. (3) to

(4)

The latter equation is the starting point to calculate óUm values lor mixtures 01
ll-alkanes. In order to have Eq. (4) as a lunction 01the number 01carbon atoms 11 in
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the molecule of each of the n-al kanes studied we have considered the pure n-al kanes
as composed of groups CIl3 and CIl2 thus one mole of any n-alkane contains mole
fraction XI = 2/n for CH3 and X2 = (n - 2)/n for CH2•

According to van der Waals, the constant a, for a binary mixture is given by

(5)

thus, for an n.alkane containing ni carbon atoms and as mentioned aboye, consid-
ered as a mixure of molecular groups we will have

which reduces to

[
1/2 ( 1/2]2al = 2all + nI - 2)a22 •

Similarly, the value of a2 for an n-alkane containing n2 carbon atoms is

(6)

(7)

Jf the molar volumes of the pure n-alkanes are given as a function of n, for a
given temperature as

v; = c(n + 2),
where c is a constant, and introducing Eqs. (6) and (7) in (4), then

f),.U'" - K X.X2 ()2
- (XI"I + X2"2 + 2)(nl + 2)("2 + 2) "2 - nI .

(8)

(9)

Equation (9) allows the calculation of f),.U'" for mixtures of ,,-alkanes through
the composition range using only as pure component parameters the number of
carbon atoms [5].

3. SCATCIIARD AND IlILDEBRAND TIIEORY

Scatchard [6] derived the following expression for the cohesive energy of a mole of
¡¡quid mixture

-u = CI V?x? + 2CI2VI V2XIX2 + C2vlx~
XIVI+X2V2 '

(10)
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where Ci is the cohesive energy density, equal to -U¡fV¡, V¡ is the molar volume
and xi is the mole fraction. The quantities Ci characterize the interactions hetween
pairs of molecules of type 11, 12 and 22.
The aboye equation may be transformed through the use of volume fraclions </>i

(= Xi V;/ L:Xi V;) defined with references to the unmixed state lo oblain

(11 )

The energy change upon mixing is

hence, Scatchard obtained

(12)

and by assuming Ihat

C¡2 = JC¡C2;

we may write

(13)

The square rools of C¡, renamed solubility parameters by Ilildebrand [7], play
such an important role in this thcory of solutions that this is also widely known as
"Solu bility Parameter Theory".
Taking a solubility'parameter as Ói = C¡I/2, Eq. (13) may be written as

(14)

which is identical with Eq. (4) of van Laar and Lorenz, if the van der Waals a is
defined as (ViÓi)J/2.
Equation (14) was also derived by llildehrand [8], thus it is weH known as the

Scatchard-Ilildebrand equation. It is important to note that the mixing process
considered throughout the derivation of Eq. (14) is one carried out at constant
volume.

4. EXCESS ENERGV AT CONSTANT VOLUM E

Equation (2) is the expression that relates the excess energy at constant volume
6.U~to the experimentaHy obtained constant pressure excess enthalpy 6. Tl:. As in
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D.U: D.U:
x x J mol-lJ mo!-I

293.15 K 303.15 'K

0.1 52.2 0.1 41.1

0.2 91.6 0.2 72.3

0.3 118.9 0.3 94.0
0.4 134.5 0.4 106.6
0.5 138.7 0.5 110.6
0.6 131.9 0.6 105.9
0.7 114.5 0.7 92.7
0.8 86.6 0.8 70.4
0.9 48.4 0.9 39.8

313.15 K 323.15 K
0.1 31.6 0.1 23.7
0.2 55.7 0.2 42.1
0.3 72.8 0.3 55.3
0.4 83.1 0.4 64.0
0.5 86.9 0.5 67.8
0.6 84.1 0.6 66.7
0.7 74.5 0.7 60.0
0.8 57.2 0.8 46.4
0.9 33.1 0.9 27.6

TABLE I. Values of D.U: for Ihe syslem xn-C.II,• + (1 - x)n-C,.II,..

previous work [9] we have considered Ihe lirst order correclion in Eq. (2) TL'.VE1'v
to be small enough so that it is sufficient to take T1'v as the value for the ideal
mixture. In Ihis case the thermal pressure coefficient 1'v is given by

1'v = xl1'v.I +X21'V.2. (15)

For the system n-hexane + n-hexadecane the excess enthalpies were taken from
the work of McGlashan and Morcom [lO), the excess volumes from Díaz-Peña and
Benítez [11), and the thermal pressure coefficients from Orwoll and Flory [12].
Table I contains the derived values of L'.UJ at 293.15, 303.1.5, 313.15 and 323.15 K
throughout the composition range.
Considering the excellent agreement that has been obtained between experimen-

tal and calculated values with the Corresponding States Principie (csp) for a wide
range of excess thermodynamic properties of n-alkanes [13-151 we used the cSP to
obta.in both L'.1l: and L'.VE for n-octane + n-hexadecane at 303.15, 323.15, 349.15
and 379.15 K throughout the composition range, whereas 1'v was also obtained from
reference [12). Table II shows the derived values of L'.U: as a function oftemperaturc
and composition.
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x ilU~ !:J.U~
J mol-' x

J mol-l
303.15 K 323.15 K

0.1 23.5 0.1 15.8
0.2 42.6 0.2 28.7
0.3 56.6 0.3 38.1
0.4 65.1 0.4 43.7
0.5 68.4 0.5 45.8
0.6 65.9 0.6 44.2
0.7 57.8 0.7 38.6
0.8 44.0 0.8 29.4
0.9 24.7 0.9 16.4

349.15 K 379.15 K
0.1 ll.O 0.1 9.2
0.2 20.0 0.2 16.4
0.3 26.6 0.3 21.6
0.4 30.6 0.4 21.2
0.5 32.1 0.5 24.6
0.6 31.0 0.6 22.7
0.7 27.0 0.7 18.4
0.8 20.5 0.8 12.4
0.9 11.4 0.9 8.6

TABLE tI. Values of ilU~for lhe syslem xn-C.II,. + (1 - x)n-CI_II34•

5. COMPARISON BETWEEN TIIEORY AND EXPERIMENT

In order to compare Eq. (9) with the experimenta1ly derived values of t:J.US for the
two binary systems studied here we considered lhe value of J( to be composition
independent, so that, we obta.in a fitted value at each temperature by using the
corresponding equimolar value of ilUSo Table In gives values of J( for each binary
system as a function of temperature. It may be observed lhat J( shows a clear
dependence with temperature and also with the ditrerence in carbon atoms for each
one of the two systems.

The results of the calculations of t:J.US from the van Laar.Lorenz theory are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, where we have also ineluded the experimentally derived values.
In general the extent of the agreement between theory and experiment is no more
than fair. The theoretical values tend to be skewed more to high mole fraction of
the smaller n-alkane in each one of the two binary systems through the temperature
range studied lhan is observed experimentaJly. Although lhe absolute magnilude
of the experimental t:J.US is not we1l reproduced, the theory does reproduce the
relative magnitude since both the experimental and lhe calculated t:J.US decrease
wit.h temperature.
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T/K 10-4 K/J mol-I 10-4 K/J mol-I

n-C.+ n-ClS n-C.+ n-Cl•
293.15 1.0383
303.15 0.8279 1.0770
313.15 0.6508
323.15 0.5074 0.7215
349.15 0.5059
379.15 0.3876

TA8LE III. Constant K of Eq. (4) as funelion of temperature for each one of the binary
systems studicd.

"
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FIGURF. l. Comparison betwecn experiment,al1y derived and ealculaled excess energy al
constant volume D..U~ throughout the composition range al diffcrcnt temperatures for n-
hexane + n-hexadecanc. Points, experimental values al the indicatcd temperature; curves,
calculated as indicated in the text with eilher the van Laar-Lorenz or the Scalchard.
lIildebranu approach.

Calculated values of D.U~from the Scatchard-Ilildehrand model [Eq. (1,1»)showed
that the Berthclot relation C12 = (C1C2)1/2 is not valid for the present systems.
Thus, we have used the following relation (16)

(16)

wlH're e12 has the meaning of a.n empirical binary cocfficicnt, close to unity.
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FIGURE 2. Comparison belween experimentally derived and ealculated exces.c,;encrgy al
constant voJume .ó.U~throughout lhe composition range and al diffcrent tempcratures
roc n-oetane + n-hexadecane. Poinls, experimental values al the indicaled temperature;
curves, ealculated as indicaled in the text with c¡ther the van Laar.Lorenz oc lhe Scalchard-
Ilildebr.nd appro.ch.

Introducing Eq. (16) in the original Seateh.rd-lIildebrand equation we can write

(17)

where the different symbols have their usual meaning.
The empirieal eonstant (12 for the two binary systems studied was ehosen to lit

the experimentally derived ilU~values at x = 0.5 for eaeh one of the temperatures
considered. The constauts obtained in this way are summarized in Table IV, where
it may be observed that there exists a weak temperature dependen ce of (12 for eaeh
one of the systems and that the deviations with respeet to unity (i.e., validity of
the geometrie-mean assumption) are always smaller than 1%.

Pure n-alkane values of molar volumes as a funetion of temperat ure were obtained
from Ref. [12] and solubility parameters from Refs. [17] and [18].

ilU~ values ealculated with Eq. (17) lead to the following observations: 1) a
large irnprovement is obtained in the ealculation of ilU~ values by introducing
the constant (12, whieh is not far from unity; 2) the dependenee of ilU~ with
composition for both sets of systems is not exactly reprodueed by the throry; 3)
the ehange of ilU~with temperature is qnalitatively given by the theory ror both
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T/K ll2 ll2

n-C6 + n-C'6 n-Cs + n-C16293.15 1.0097
303.15 1.0097 1.0072313.15 1.0095
323.15 1.0092 1.0061349.15

1.0049379.15
1.0031

TABLE IV. Conslanlll2 of Eq. (17) as a funelion of lemperalure for eaeh one of lhe binary
syslems sludied.

syslems; and 4) lhe values of Ó.U~oblained are exaclly lhe same as lhose oblained
from van Laar-Lorenz equalion. This is nol surprising since as shown before Eqs. (4)
and (14) are idenlical afler defining lhe van der Waals a in lerms of lhe solubilily
parameler.

6. CONCLUSION

We have carried oul a comparison belween experimenlally derived values of {j.U~
and results from lhe lheorelical lrealmenls due lo van Laar and Lorenz and lo
Scalchard and ¡¡ildebrand for binary mixlures of n-al kanes. The van Laar and
Lorenz equalion has been given specifically lo lreal n-alkane mixlures since aparl
from a conslanl lhe only inpul parameler required is lhe number of carbon aloms
of lhe pure 7l-alkanes. The Solubilily Parameler version of lhe Scalchard and llilde-
brand approach embodies paramelers for lhe pure componenls which are evalualed
under lhe same condilions lo lhose for lhe mixlures sludied. Thal is, in bolh
lrealmenls lhe properlies of lhe liquid mixlures have been relaled lo lhose of lhe;r
pure ¡¡quid componenls.

Although lhe derivalion of lhe lheories was performed lhrough slighlly diITerenl
assumplions, bolh give idenlical resulls once lhe van Laar-Lorenz approach is di-
vorced from lhe van der Waals' equalion of slale. The lheorelical lrealmenls had lo
be fitted lo a value of {j.U~ lo oblain qualilalive agreemenl wilh {j.U~. It appears
unwise al presenl lo attribule a physical significance lo lhe filled conslanl used in
eaeh one of lhe lheories.

The regular solulion concepl embodied in bolh approaches used here is usefu!
for semiquanlilalive work on mosl non polar binary syslems.
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RESUMEN. Se derivaron valores de la energía de exceso a volumen constante a partir de
resultados de la entalpía y volumen de exceso, y del coeficiente térmico de la presión para
mezclas binarias de aleaDOS normales. Estos valores se comparan con resultados obtenidos
de la teoria de van Laar y Lorentz y con la versión del parámetro de solubilidad de la teoría
de soluciones regulares propuesta por Scatchard y IIildebrand. Las mezclas estudiadas son
n-hexano + n-hexadecano a 293.15, 303.15, 313.15, Y 323.15 K, Y n-octano + n-hexadecano
a 303.15, 323.15, 349.15 Y 379.15 K.


